Diffuse Pulmonary Meningotheliomatosis Diagnosed by Transbronchial Lung Biopsy
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Established Facts

- Minute pulmonary meningothelial-like nodules (MPMNs) are usually unique lesions in the lung parenchyma. They are asymptomatic and are normally detected incidentally during autopsy or the examination of resected lung specimens.

Novel Insights

- Diffuse pulmonary meningotheliomatosis, which is presented as multiple MPMNs, is less common. We have described a case of diffuse pulmonary meningotheliomatosis detected by computed tomography and diagnosed by transbronchial lung biopsy, which is very unusual.
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Abstract

Minute pulmonary meningothelial-like nodules (MPMNs) are usually unique lesions in the lung parenchyma. Diffuse pulmonary meningotheliomatosis, which is presented as multiple MPMNs, has been less frequently described. MPMNs are mainly asymptomatic and are diagnosed after lung surgery or during autopsy. We report on a patient with multiple and bilateral pulmonary nodules, some of which were cavitated, diagnosed with diffuse pulmonary meningotheliomatosis by transbronchial lung biopsy. Diffuse pulmonary meningotheliomatosis should be included in the differential diagnosis of bilateral lung nodules.
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Introduction

Minute pulmonary meningothelial-like nodules (MPMNs) are common incidental pathological findings, but the rate of detecting MPMNs varies between 0.07
and 13.8% depending on the source of the lung tissue examined (autopsy or surgical resection specimens) [1–4]. Single lesions were defined as MPMNs, whereas multiple nodules were termed diffuse pulmonary meningotheliomatosis or MPMN-omatosis [1, 5].

**Case Report**

A 59-year-old woman was referred from the Gastroenterology Department in May 2012, following the observation of multiple lung nodules on a computed tomography (CT) scan of the chest and abdomen performed to investigate chronic diarrhoea. Her past medical history was significant for uterine cancer treated with hysterectomy, double adnexectomy, and radiation therapy, with no evidence of recurrence at follow-up visits. She had also undergone multiple surgical interventions for anal abscesses and had severely weakened sphincter muscles, believed to be the cause of the chronic diarrhoea. She was a smoker of 20 pack-years. Her spirometry results were normal and she reported no respiratory symptoms. The physical examination was completely normal. Her laboratory test values were normal. The patient tested negative for ANA, anti-DNA, ANCA, rheumatoid factor, RNP, Sm, Ro, La, Scl-70, and Jo-1. Tumour marker levels were normal. HIV serology was negative, as was a tuberculin skin test. Transthoracic echocardiography and mammography were also normal. A chest CT scan confirmed the presence of multiple disseminated minute nodules distributed randomly throughout both lungs (fig. 1). Most of the nodules were poorly defined and had a cotton wool appearance, and several were cavitated. Bronchoscopy showed a normal mucosa. The analysis of bronchial aspirate and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid specimens showed no tumour cells or microorganisms. The examination of transbronchial biopsy specimens showed interstitial proliferation of epithelioid cells with oval monomorphic nuclei, without atypia or mitosis, arranged in irregular clusters with poorly defined borders. The immunohistochemical staining of the cells was negative for cytokeratin AE1/AE3, chromogranin A, synaptophysin, actin, desmin, and HMB-45, and positive for vimentin, EMA, progesterone receptors, and CD56, leading to a pathological diagnosis of pulmonary meningotheliomatosis (fig. 2). The patient continues to progress favourably and is currently free of symptoms.

**Discussion**

Histologically, MPMNs appear as small nests of epithelioid cells in the interstitial tissue of the lung [2, 5]. The origin and nature of these nodules are unknown. It has been suggested that they might originate from muscle cells rather than meningothelial cells [6] and that steroids might have a role in their growth [7]. Some authors have reported that MPMNs lack mutational damage and suggested that they might represent the transition between reactive and neoplastic proliferation [8]. Others, in turn, have shown that MPMNs and meningiomas have identical cytologic and immunohistochemical features [2–4, 9, 10]. In our patient, immunohistochemical staining was positive for vimentin, progesterone receptor, and EMA, as well as for CD56, a recently described marker [4]. Most MPMNs measure between 100 μm and 3 mm and are randomly distributed throughout the subpleural interstitium of the lungs [2, 11, 12]. They mostly occur in women, aged between 16 and 94 years, and are most common in the 6th decade of life [4, 13]. In most cases, MPMNs occur as single lesions. Although multiple MPMNs may be detected in lung specimens, this
condition is alternatively termed diffuse pulmonary meningotheliomatosis or MPMN-omatosis [1, 5, 12]. MPMNs are usually asymptomatic and are normally detected incidentally during autopsy or examination of resected lung specimens obtained for other reasons [4], whereas diffuse pulmonary meningotheliomatosis may be associated with symptoms of diffuse interstitial lung disease [76]. Diffuse pulmonary meningotheliomatosis is less common [4, 13]; these lesions tend to affect one or several lobes of the same lung [4, 5, 12] and can affect all the lobes of the lung, simulating metastatic disease, as in our case. Our patient also had cavitating nodules, which is a rare finding [1, 12] and can erroneously suggest the presence of infection or granulomatous disease. The clinical significance of MPMNs is still unclear. Mizutani et al. [13] reported a higher prevalence of these nodules in patients with malignant pulmonary tumours than in those with benign disease (7.3 vs. 2.5%; p = 0.04), and also found that MPMNs were more common in patients with lung adenocarcinoma than with other types of primary lung cancers (9.4%; odds ratio: 2.33; 95% confidence interval: 1.35–4.02; p < 0.01). Multiple MPMNs have been associated with a variety of pulmonary abnormalities: pulmonary thromboembolism (42%; p = 0.01), respiratory bronchiolitis-associated interstitial lung disease/desquamative pneumonia (26%; p = 0.04), vasculitis (24%), and atypical adenomatous hyperplasia of the lung (12%; p < 0.01) [4, 13–15]. In summary, diffuse pulmonary meningotheliomatosis should be included in the differential diagnosis of bilateral micronodular lung disease. We have described a new case of diffuse pulmonary meningotheliomatosis detected by CT and diagnosed by transbronchial lung biopsy. To our knowledge, only one case of single MPMN has been described previously in a transbronchial biopsy specimen [16].

Fig. 2. Proliferation of epithelioid cells with oval monomorphic nuclei, without atypia or mitosis, arranged in irregular clusters. Immunohistochemical staining was positive for vimentin, EMA, progesterone receptors, and CD56. These findings are consistent with a diagnosis of pulmonary meningotheliomatosis.
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